Signs of Hope

SAVE THE DATE

WEDNESDAY, JULY 17, 2024
5:30PM–8:00PM
PORTLAND COUNTRY CLUB, FALMOUTH, MAINE


### HOSTS

Maine Behavioral Healthcare and Sheri Boulos

Maine Behavioral Healthcare thanks each host committee member* and donor for their generous support of Signs of Hope

---

#### CHAIRMAN - $10,000

- Sheri Boulos*
- Judy and Leonard Lauder*
- Kathy and Jay Lowery
- Pond Family Foundation*

#### DIAMOND - $5,000

- David and Donna Banks*
- Sean and Jana Burke
- Dawn and Al Hoffman

#### PLATINUM - $2,500

- Nancy and Michael Beebe*
- Morris and Judy Fisher*
- Marion Freeman and Corson Ellis*
- Catherine and Jeffrey Honeycomb
- Sam and Nancy Ladd*
- Andrew T. Mueller, MD*
- Wendi and Tim O’Donovan*
- Hilary Rapkin and Will Stiles*
- Ralph Struzziero*
- Mr. and Mrs. Tim Williams*

#### GOLD - $1,500

- Anonymous
- Greg Boulos and Nela Alvarez-Sotomayor*
- Janet and Phil Bruen*
- Candace and James Fox*
- William and Alexandra Fuller*
- Kristen and Brent Noyes
- Jean V. Pugh
- Peggy and Bill Ryan*
- The Tarraza Family*
- Anna and Owen Wells*

#### SILVER - $1,000

- Jennifer and Frederick Aronson
- Paula Banks and James Theofilos*
- Brian and Kelly Barton*
- Sue and Bill Caron
- David Cimino*
- Kelly Elkins*
- Bob and Linda Fuller*
- G&E Roofing
- Michael and Anne Jones*
- Carol and Saul Katz*
- Dennis and Sandra King
- Uwe and Kerstin Kirchner
- Norton Lamb
- Annie Levine*
- The Lunder Foundation
- in honor of Sheri Boulos*
- John and Susie Marshall*
- Jill and Christopher Metcalf* Rick Olsen
- Steven P. Stout, MD
- Matthew Tonello
- Lucy and Dan Tucker*
- Stuart Watson
- Amy Woodhouse and Tobey Scott
- Susan and Joseph Spagnola

#### BRONZE - $500

- Beth Dube
- EAH* 
- Cate and Richard Gilbane*
- Tammy and Daniel Greenstein*
- Laurence Gross and Barbara Colby
- Maria C. Hadiyane
- Katie Fullam Harris and Chip Harris*
- Nancy Hasenfus, MD*
- Judy Hearst
- Amanda and Brad Hunter*
- Paul and Irene Kapothanasis
- The David Lakari Family Fund*
- Karen L. McDonald
- Aileen Mickey, MD
- Lenny and Merle Nelson*
- Kevin T O’Donovan and Family
- Anne and Vincent Oliviero
- Robyn Ostrander, MD*
- Mary and Jon Piper
- Melissa and Matthew Rubel
- Jeff and Monica Sanders*
- Susan Schraft, MD and Richard Berne* 
- Joseph and Susan Spagnola
- Troy P. Henninger and Cornell L. Stinson*
- Betsey Timm*

---

*Committee members and donors are listed in alphabetical order by last name.
Special thanks to Sheri Boulos and Annie Wells for donating this evening’s flowers